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The global survey canvassed the views of 
165 payroll practitioners, from Senior Vice Presidents 
and Directors to operational staff, across a broad 
spectrum of industries.
The survey sought to gain a better understanding of 
the current challenges faced by payroll practitioners 
in an evolving industry and the methods they employ 
to achieve greater efficiencies, better organizational 
reporting and business insights.

Key findings include:

 The risk of inertia: While over a third of respondents 
(36.5%) claim ‘efficiency’ is a key driver in selecting 
a payroll model, it was concerning that nearly a 
quarter (23.7%) also admitted that ‘historical practices’ 
determined their choice – potentially limiting the 
range and scope of their delivery capability – and 1 in 5 
(20.12%) still manage payroll approvals manually. 

 The value of local knowledge and experience: 
‘Knowledge of country legislation and requirements’ 
was overwhelming rated as one of the biggest 
challenges when acquiring or divesting payrolls (49%) 
or when operating payroll across multiple countries 
(35%). As a result, 70.25% agree that having an in-
country contact, able to communicate in local language 
is very important.

 Achieving compliance and consistency 
across borders:  Other top challenges of 
multi-country payroll included ‘the ability 
to find information on legislation and 
compliance’ (35.7%) and ‘achieving 
consistency in policies and processes’ 
(33.6%). One in four (25.2%) also 
cited difficulties in managing 
multiple vendors.

 Moving from a local to a global view: Furthermore, 
around two-thirds of businesses (65%) report they do 
not yet have the ability to view the payroll processing 
status across each of their operational markets and, as 
such, a staggering 79% of businesses do not have the 
system capability to consolidate a single global payroll 
report for all their operations. 
 
This is borne out by the findings that 1 in 5 
companies (20.99/20.73%) do not have any global or 
multi-jurisdiction payroll processes or policies, instead 
managing each market on an individual local basis.

Out-of-date practices and lack of visibility and knowledge 
of local processes are the biggest potential threats to 
effective multi-country payroll
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1 in 5 still manage payroll approvals 
manually

4 in 5 organizations do not have the 
system capability to consolidate or 
view a single global report for all 
their payroll operations

1 in 4 businesses rely on potentially out-
of-date ‘historic’ practices when 
choosing a payroll operating model
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About TMF Group

TMF Group is the global expert in local business. With a network 
of offices across over 80 countries, TMF Group has the in-country 
expertise and knowledge to help businesses (of all sizes) expand 
and operate both within and beyond their home markets.

TMF Group serves clients of all sizes and from all sectors; everyone 
from a small start-up to a large multi-national, working with 60% of 
the Forbes 100 and the FTSE 100.

TMF Group’s global business services have been recognised in three 
separate assessment reports from The Everest Group in reflection of 
its broad capabilities and innovative technology solutions. And most 
recently, identified as a Leader in the Multi-Country Payroll Focus 
market segment, in NelsonHall’s NEAT Evaluation for payroll services; 
all underpinned by a global governance model that provides 
clients with increased transparency and greater control of their 
own operations.

  A Leader in multi-country payroll services NelsonHall’s 
Evaluation & Assessment Tool (NEAT) 2016

  A Major Contender in global payroll outsourcing and the 
strongest provider in Latin America Multi-Country Payroll 
Peak Matrix Assessment 2015

  A Major Contender in global finance and accounting 
outsourcing Finance and Accounting Outsourcing PEAK Matrix 
Assessment 2016

  Widest Geographic Coverage and Strong Language 
Capabilities Multi-Country Payroll Platform Assessment 2016

The Global Payroll Association is the first international payroll 
association of its kind. It is a central hub for ‘all-things payroll’ and 
a one-stop-shop supplying comprehensive directories, interactive 
training and in-depth country resources. It is here to help payroll and 
HR professionals with their international payroll needs, no matter 
how complex, connecting them with the world’s leading experts 
and offering a forum to network with other like-minded global 
professionals. The Global Payroll Association welcomes international 
payroll, HR and financial professionals of all levels. 

gpa-global.org

About the Global Payroll Association (GPA)


